Using the formalism of soft-collinear effective theory, a complete separation of shortand long-distance contributions to heavy-to-light transition form factors at large recoil is performed. The universal functions ζ M (E) parameterizing the "soft overlap" contributions to the form factors are defined in terms of matrix elements in the effective theory. Endpoint configurations corresponding to kinematic situations where one of the valence partons in the external mesons carries very small momentum are accounted for in terms of operators involving soft-collinear messenger fields. They contribute at leading order in Λ QCD /E and spoil factorization. An analysis of operator mixing and renormalizationgroup evolution in the effective theory reveals that the intermediate scale √ EΛ is without significance to the soft functions ζ M (E), and that the soft overlap contribution does not receive a significant perturbative (Sudakov) suppression.
Introduction
B-meson form factors describing transitions into light pseudoscalar or vector mesons play an essential role in the phenomenology of exclusive weak decays. They enter in semileptonic decays such as B → π l ν, which provide access to the CKM matrix element |V ub |, and in rare decays such as B → K * γ and B → K l + l − , which are sensitive probes for physics beyond the Standard Model. Form factors also enter in the analysis of exclusive hadronic decays such as B → ππ, which give access to the angles γ and α of the unitarity triangle.
In many of these applications form factors are needed near zero momentum transfer (q 2 ≈ 0), corresponding to a kinematic situation in which a flavor-changing weak current turns a heavy B meson at rest into a highly energetic light meson. Such heavy-to-light transitions at high recoil are suppressed in QCD by inverse powers of the heavy-quark mass m b ≫ Λ QCD . (This is contrary to the case of heavy-to-heavy transitions such as B → D, which are unsuppressed in the heavy-quark limit.) The challenge in understanding the physics of these processes is to describe properly the transformation of the soft constituents of the B meson into the fast moving, collinear constituents of the energetic light meson in the final state. At lowest order in perturbation theory this transformation can be achieved by the exchange of a gluon, as depicted in Figure 1 . Naive power counting suggests that the virtualities of the gluon propagators in these graphs are parametrically large, of order EΛ (with Λ ∼ Λ QCD ), where
is the energy of the final-state meson M measured in the B-meson rest frame. We assume that the partons inside the light meson carry a significant fraction of its total energy, and that the light constituents of the B meson carry soft momenta of order Λ. It would then appear that the form factor is governed by a hard gluon exchange, which can be dealt with using perturbative methods for hard exclusive QCD processes [1, 2] . However, the situation is indeed far more complicated. In order to analyse the graphs in Figure 1 , it is convenient to work in the B-meson rest frame and choose the outgoing lightmeson momentum in the z-direction. We then define two light-like vectors n µ = (1, 0, 0, 1) andn µ = (1, 0, 0, −1) satisfying n ·n = 2. The meson momentum can be written as p
, which is nearly light-like. Next, we assign incoming momentum l to the light spectator anti-quark inside the B meson, and we write the outgoing momenta p 1 and p 2 of the final-state quark and anti-quark that are absorbed by the light meson as
where the longitudinal momentum fractions satisfy x 1 + x 2 = 1, the transverse momenta are O(Λ), and the dots represent terms in the direction ofn that are O(Λ 2 /E). Assuming that x i = O(1) and keeping only terms of leading order in Λ/E, a straightforward calculation of the two diagrams yields the partonic amplitude where v µ = (1, 0, 0, 0) is the B-meson velocity, Γ denotes the Dirac structure of the flavorchanging current, the * product means that the two factors must be sandwiched between quark spinors, and the dots represent power-suppressed terms. After projection onto the external meson states, the partonic amplitude must be convoluted with light-cone distribution amplitudes (LCDAs) governing the distributions of x 2 and n · l inside the meson states. For x 2 = O(1), the terms in the parenthesis scale like 1/(E 2 Λ), which after projection onto the meson states implies a power suppression of the corresponding heavy-to-light form factors. (The contribution in the second term that superficially scales like 1/(EΛ 2 ) vanishes by the equations of motion.) However, the singularities of the amplitude arising for x 2 → 0 or n·l → 0 are such that the convolution integrals with the LCDAs diverge at the endpoints [3, 4] . Near the endpoints the perturbative analysis of the diagrams in Figure 1 breaks down, since the gluon propagators are no longer far off-shell. This observation is the basis for the notion of a soft overlap contribution to the form factor (Feynman mechanism), which would formally be the leading contribution, since it is not suppressed by a perturbative coupling constant α s . The precise nature of this contribution and its scaling properties in the heavy-quark limit remain however unclear.
The QCD factorization approach to exclusive hadronic B decays assumes that heavyto-light form factors are dominated by the soft overlap contribution and are truly nonperturbative objects, which are treated as hadronic input parameters [5] . However, it has sometimes been argued that the summation of large Sudakov logarithms associated with the soft gluon exchange mechanism may lead to a strong suppression of the soft overlap term, essentially reinstating the perturbative nature of the form factors (see, e.g., [6, 7, 8] ). The assumption of a short-distance nature of heavy-to-light form factors at large recoil is the basis of the pQCD approach to exclusive hadronic B decays [9] , which is often considered a competitor to QCD factorization. Leaving aside some conceptual problems associated with this treatment [10] , the issue of Sudakov logarithms is an intricate one, because contributions to the form factors can arise from several different energy scales. Besides the hard scale E ∼ m B and the hadronic scale Λ, interactions between soft and collinear partons involve an intermediate "hard-collinear" scale of order √ EΛ. To settle the question of Sudakov suppression of the soft overlap contribution is one of the main motivations for our work.
Recently, much progress in the understanding of exclusive B decays has been achieved by combining methods developed for hard exclusive processes with concepts of heavy-quark expansions and effective field theory. Soft-collinear effective theory (SCET) has been estab-lished as a tool to systematically disentangle the various momentum regions and scales relevant in processes involving soft and collinear partons [11, 12, 13, 14, 15, 16] . This approach has already been applied to study some aspects of heavy-to-light form factors at large recoil [15, 16, 17, 18, 19] . Because form factors are power-suppressed quantities, the analysis in the framework of SCET is highly non-trivial. Our main goal in the present work is to provide a rigorous definition of the soft overlap contribution in terms of SCET operators. This will allow us to study systematically its dependence on the large scale E.
Let us start with a summary of related work by previous authors. The discussion of heavyto-light form factors simplifies in the heavy-quark limit E ≫ Λ and can be summarized by the factorization formula [20] 
where the dots represent terms that are of subleading order in Λ/E. C i and T i are calculable short-distance coefficient functions, φ B and φ M denote the leading-order LCDAs of the B meson and the light meson M, and the ⊗ products imply convolutions over light-cone momentum fractions. The functions ζ M denote universal form factors that only depend on the nature of the light final-state meson but not on the Lorentz structure of the currents whose matrix elements define the various form factors. The first term in the factorization formula therefore implies spin-symmetry relations between different form factors, which were first derived in [21] by considering the large-energy limit of QCD. The second term in (4), which arises from hard-collinear gluon exchange, breaks these symmetry relations [20] .
The arguments E and √ EΛ in the short-distance coefficients C i and T i are representative for any of the hard or hard-collinear scales in the problem, respectively. The form of the factorization formula shown in (4) assumes that the factorization scale µ I in the first term is chosen to lie between the hard scale E and the hard-collinear scale √ EΛ, whereas the scale µ in the second term is chosen to lie below the hard-collinear scale. The Wilson coefficients C i receive contributions at tree level, whereas the hard-scattering kernels T i start at first order in α s ( √ EΛ). Naively, one would conclude that the spin-symmetry preserving term provides the leading contribution to the form factors in the heavy-quark limit. Only then the notion of an approximate spin symmetry would be justified. However, the situation is more complicated because as written in (4) the universal functions ζ M (µ I , E) still depend on the short-distance scale √ EΛ; in fact, their E-dependence remains unspecified. Contrary to the hard-scattering term, for which all short-distance physics has been factorized into the kernels T i , the first term in (4) has so far not been factorized completely. This is reflected in existing discussions of the factorization properties of heavy-to-light form factors in the context of SCET [15, 16, 17, 18] . The matching of a QCD form factor onto matrix elements in SCET is usually done in two steps: QCD → SCET I → SCET II . In the first step, hard fluctuations with virtualities on the scale E ∼ m B are integrated out, while in the second step hard-collinear modes with virtualities of order √ EΛ are removed. Both steps of this matching are understood for the hard-scattering term in the factorization formula, for which the kernels T i can be factorized as [17] 
On the other hand, the matching onto SCET II has not yet been performed for the universal functions ζ M (E, µ I ) entering the first term. 1 In [17, 18] these functions are defined in terms of matrix elements in the intermediate effective theory SCET I , which leaves open the possibility that they could be dominated by short-distance physics. In the present work we show that the functions ζ M renormalized at a hard-collinear scale µ hc ∼ √ EΛ can be factorized further according to
where the functions ξ
are defined in terms of hadronic matrix elements of SCET II operators. By solving the renormalization-group (RG) equation for these operators we show that the universal form factors ζ M do not receive a significant perturbative suppression, neither by a power of α s ( √ EΛ) nor by resummed Sudakov logarithms. This statement holds true even in the limit where m B is taken to be much larger than the physical B-meson mass. Perhaps somewhat surprisingly, we find that the hard-collinear scale √ EΛ is without physical significance to the soft functions ζ M . Switching from SCET I to SCET II one describes the same physics using a different set of degrees of freedom. This observation leads us to the most important conclusion of our paper, namely that the long-distance, soft overlap contribution to heavy-to-light form factors exists. However, we point out that even at low hadronic scales µ ∼ Λ the functions ξ (M ) k contain a dependence on the large recoil energy E which is of long-distance nature and cannot be factorized using RG techniques. As a result, it is impossible to determine the asymptotic behavior of the QCD form factors f
B→M i
as E → ∞ using short-distance methods. Let us comment in more detail on the philosophy adopted by Bauer et al. in [17] , where an attempt was made to prove the factorization formula (4) based on hard-collinear/soft factorization of operators in SCET I . In this interesting paper, the authors introduced the notion of "factorizable operators", in which all soft gluon interactions occur in redefined soft quark fields H = Y † h and Q = Y † q, which in soft light-cone gauge coincide with the original fields for heavy and light quarks. (Here Y is a soft Wilson line in SCET I .) They argued that the B → M matrix elements of "factorizable" SCET I operators could be written in terms of convergent convolution integrals of hard-scattering kernels with leading-order LCDAs, and that endpoint divergences of convolution integrals only arise in an attempt to evaluate the matrix elements of "non-factorizable" operators. They also showed that the operators which give rise to spin-symmetry breaking contributions to the form factors are all "factorizable". The matrix elements of the "non-factorizable" SCET I operators were used to define the universal functions ζ M . In the present paper we show that hard-collinear/soft factorization in SCET I alone is not sufficient to guarantee the absence of endpoint singularities in the convolution integrals that enter the factorization formula. By completing the matching of SCET I operators onto the final effective theory SCET II , we identify a particular "factorizable" SCET I operator (called T F 0 in [17] ) whose matrix elements cannot be written in the form of convergent convolution integrals of perturbative kernels with LCDAs.
To understand the physics of endpoint singularities it is necessary to perform the matching onto SCET II explicitly and study the interplay of the various fields that are contained in this effective theory. For some time it was believed that SCET II factorizes into disconnected soft and collinear sectors. If true, this would imply the absence of endpoint singularities, because they correspond to momentum scalings that are not accounted for by soft or collinear fields. It would also imply that the functions ζ M are proportional to a power of α s ( √ EΛ) (modulo logarithms), since a hard-collinear gluon exchange is required to transform the soft spectator anti-quark inside the B meson into a collinear anti-quark that can be absorbed by the finalstate light meson M. As a result, one would expect that the spin-symmetry relations could receive O(1) corrections that are not suppressed by any small parameter. Recently, however, we have argued that soft/collinear factorization is not a generic property of SCET II , not even at leading order in power counting [22, 23] . A non-perturbative cross-talk between the two sectors of the theory exists, which can be dealt with most elegantly by introducing a new kind of fields called soft-collinear messengers.
2 In the present work we use this framework and apply it to the case of heavy-to-light form factors. We show that the endpoint singularities arising in convolution integrals are removed by including the contributions from soft-collinear fields. The sum of all SCET II matrix elements is free of such singularities. Even at hadronic scales µ ∼ Λ, the functions ζ M cannot be written as convolution integrals with LCDAs, meaning that soft and collinear contributions cannot be factorized.
In order to prove the factorization formula (4) one needs to show that all contributions to the form factors that do not obey spin-symmetry relations can be written in terms of convolution integrals involving the leading-order LCDAs of the B meson and the light meson. Specifically, this means showing that (i) no higher Fock states (or higher-twist two-particle distribution amplitudes) contribute at leading power, and (ii) the convolution integrals are convergent to all orders in perturbation theory. Point (i) can be dealt with using the powercounting rules of SCET along with reparameterization invariance [17, 18] . Here we use our formalism to complete step (ii) of the factorization proof. (The convergence of the convolution integral over the B-meson LCDA can also be shown using arguments along the lines of [24, 25] .)
The remainder of the paper is structured as follows: After a brief introduction to the SCET II formalism in Section 2, we discuss in Section 3 the matching of the universal functions ζ M onto operators in the low-energy effective theory containing only soft and collinear fields. We construct a basis of the operators contributing at leading power and derive the tree-level expressions for their Wilson coefficient functions. We find that the "factorizable" SCET I operator T F 0 (in the language of [17] ) matches onto some SCET II operators whose matrix elements cannot be written as convergent convolutions over B-meson and light-meson LCDAs. These matrix elements are associated with non-valence Fock states of the external mesons, which contribute at the same order in power counting as the two-particle valence Fock states [16, 19] . The appearance of endpoint singularities in convolution integrals signals the relevance of contributions involving long-distance soft-collinear messenger modes. This connection is made more explicit in Section 4, where we analyze in detail a toy model of endpoint singularities. In Section 5 we then complete the parameterization of the universal functions ζ M in terms of SCET II matrix elements by including the messenger contributions. The RG mixing of the various SCET II operators is discussed in Section 6. We show that the linear combination of operators relevant to the form factors is an eigenvector of the RG evolution matrix and identify the corresponding eigenvalue with the anomalous dimension of a current operator. Solving the evolution equation for this operator, we resum the short-distance Sudakov logarithms arising in the evolution from the hard scale µ ∼ E down to hadronic scales µ ∼ Λ at next-to-leading order. Finally, in Section 7 we apply our formalism to prove that the spin-symmetry violating term in the factorization formula (4) is free of endpoint singularities. Our results are summarized in Section 8.
Soft-collinear effective theory
The construction of the effective Lagrangian for SCET II has been discussed in detail in [16, 22, 23] , to which we refer the reader for details. Here we summarize the main results and notations needed for our discussion.
In order to account for the fact that different components of particle momenta and fields scale differently with the large scale E, one decomposes 4-vectors in the light-cone basis constructed with the help of the two light-like vectors n µ andn µ . Specifically, n µ = (1, 0, 0, 1) is chosen to be the direction of an outgoing fast hadron (or a jet of hadrons), andn µ = (1, 0, 0, −1) points in the opposite direction. The light-cone decomposition of a 4-vector reads
where p ⊥ ·n = p ⊥ ·n = 0. The relevant SCET II degrees of freedom describing the partons in the external hadronic states of exclusive B decays are soft or collinear. Introducing an expansion parameter λ = Λ/E ≪ 1, we have p The various fields present in the effective theory obey a set of "homogeneous" gauge transformations, which leave their scaling properties unchanged [13, 22, 26] . In these transformations the soft-collinear gluon field is treated as a background field. Soft fields transform under soft and soft-collinear gauge transformations but are invariant under collinear transformations. Likewise, collinear fields transform under collinear and soft-collinear gauge transformations but are invariant under soft transformations. Soft-collinear fields only transform under soft-collinear gauge transformations.
The effective Lagrangian of SCET II can be split up as
where the dots represent power-suppressed interactions. None of the terms in the Lagrangian is renormalized beyond the usual renormalization of the fields and coupling constant. The integration measure d 4 x in the action S SCET = d 4 x L SCET scales like λ −4 for all terms except the soft-collinear Lagrangian L sc , for which it scales like λ −6 . The first three terms above correspond to the Lagrangians of soft particles (including heavy quarks), collinear particles, and soft-collinear particles. They are given by
where iD µ s ≡ i∂ µ + gA µ s is the covariant derivative built using soft gauge fields, etc. Collinear, soft-collinear, and heavy-quark fields in the effective theory are described by two-component spinors subject to the constraints / n ξ = 0, / n θ = 0, and / v h = h. The gluon Lagrangians in the three sectors retain the same form as in full QCD, but with the gluon fields restricted to the corresponding subspaces of their soft, collinear, or soft-collinear Fourier modes.
In interactions with other fields, the soft-collinear fields (but not the soft and collinear fields) are multipole expanded about the points x − (interactions with collinear fields) or x + (interactions with soft fields). The leading-order interactions are given by
Momentum conservation implies that soft-collinear fields can only couple to either soft or collinear fields, but not both. The gluon self-couplings will not be relevant to our discussion. At leading order in λ, matching calculations can be done by evaluating diagrams with external quark and gluon states and making the replacements
where
are collinear and soft Wilson lines [13, 15] , which effectively put the SCET fields into light-cone gauge. The leading-order interactions between soft-collinear fields and soft or collinear fields in (10) can be removed by a redefinition of the soft and collinear fields, which is analogous to the decoupling of soft gluons in SCET I [13] . To this end, one rewrites the fields arising in matching calculations in terms of the gauge-invariant building blocks
where fields without argument live at position x. The quantities W sc and S sc are a new set of Wilson lines defined in analogy with W c and S s in (12), but with the gluon fields replaced by soft-collinear gluon fields in both cases. The calligraphic fields in (13) are invariant under soft, collinear, and soft-collinear gauge transformations. When they are introduced in the SCET II Lagrangian the leading-order interaction terms denoted by L
int vanish. Residual interactions between soft-collinear fields and soft or collinear fields start at O(λ 1/2 ) [22] . We will study some of these interactions in more detail in Section 5.
Matching calculations
In the matching of the intermediate effective theory SCET I onto the final low-energy effective theory SCET II , hard-collinear modes with virtuality of order √ EΛ are integrated out, and their effects are included in short-distance coefficient functions. Our primary goal in this section is to construct a basis of operators relevant to the matching of the universal functions ζ M in (4) onto the low-energy theory (at leading power in Λ/E), and to calculate their Wilson coefficients at lowest order in perturbation theory. As always, matching calculations can be done using on-shell external quark and gluon states rather than the physical meson states, whose matrix elements define the form factors. The results for the Wilson coefficients are insensitive to infra-red physics. At the end of this section we briefly discuss also the spinsymmetry breaking contributions to the form factors.
Spin-symmetric contributions
Heavy-to-light form factors are defined in terms of B → M matrix elements of flavor-changing currentsq Γ b. The spin-symmetric contributions to the form factors are characterized by the fact that in the intermediate effective theory (i.e., after hard fluctuations with virtuality µ ∼ E ∼ m B are integrated out) they contain the Dirac structure Γ sandwiched between the two projection operators 1 4 / n/ n and 1 2
(1 + / v). This implies that Γ can be decomposed into a linear combination of only three independent Dirac structures, which leads to symmetry relations between various form factors [21] . It has been shown in [17] that in SCET I the relevant operators can be written as time-ordered products of the effective Lagrangian with effective current operators
where the dots denote power-suppressed terms. Here Γ M = 1, γ 5 , γ ⊥ν is one of the three Dirac basis matrices that remain after the projections onto the two-component spinorsξ hc and h.
The variable E entering the coefficients K Γ M is the total energy carried by collinear particles (more precisely, 2E =n · p tot c ), which in our case coincides with the energy of the final-state meson M. Since the Lagrangian is a Lorentz scalar, it follows that for B → M transitions each of the three possibilities corresponds to a particular choice of the final-state meson (hence the label "M" on Γ M ), namely Γ M = 1 for M = P a pseudoscalar meson, Γ M = γ 5 for M = V a longitudinally polarized vector meson, and Γ M = γ ⊥ν for M = V ⊥ a transversely polarized Table 1 : Coefficients K Γ M arising in the leading-order matching of flavorchanging currents from QCD onto SCET I . The coefficients C i are defined in [12] . We denoteq = q/m B andÊ = E/m B , where
vector meson. The coefficients K Γ M for the various currents that are relevant in the discussion of heavy-to-light form factors are summarized in Table 1 , where we use the definitions
for the symmetric and anti-symmetric tensors in the transverse plane. (We use ǫ 0123 = 1 and
) Once a definition for the heavy-to-light form factors is adopted, it is an easy exercise to read off from the table which of the coefficient functions C i contribute to a given form factor. This determines the functions C i (E, µ I ) in (4). (In general, these functions are linear combinations of the C i in Table 1.) Our goal is to match the time-ordered product i d
} onto operators in SCET II , focusing first on operators which include soft and collinear fields only. The insertion of a subleading interaction from the SCET I Lagrangian is required to transform the soft Bmeson spectator anti-quark into a hard-collinear final-state parton. In the resulting SCET II interaction terms the soft and collinear fields must be multipole expanded, since their momenta have different scaling properties with the expansion parameter λ [15] . Soft fields are expanded about x + = 0 while collinear ones are expanded about x − = 0. In general, collinear fields can live on different x + positions while soft fields can live on different x − positions. The resulting non-localities of SCET II operators are allowed by gauge invariance and are needed to reproduce the dependence of decay amplitudes on the longitudinal momentum components n · p c and n · p s of collinear and soft momenta. The relevant operators can be written as matrix elements of color singlet-singlet four-quark operators multiplied by position-dependent Wilson coefficients, i.e. [16, 23] 
where the dots represent different Dirac structures. There is no need to include color octetoctet operators, since they have vanishing projections onto physical hadron states and do not mix into the color singlet-singlet operators under renormalization. The Fourier transforms of the coefficient functions defined as
coincide with the momentum-space Wilson coefficient functions, which we will calculate below. (In the matching calculation, ω is identified with the component n · l of the incoming spectator momentum, and u 2 is identified with the longitudinal momentum fraction x 2 carried by the collinear anti-quark in the final-state meson.) Consider now what happens when we rewrite the operators above in terms of the gauge-invariant building blocks defined in (13) . Since the collinear fields are evaluated at x − = 0 and the soft fields at x + = 0, it follows that all factors of the soft-collinear Wilson lines S sc (0) and W sc (0) cancel out. Hence, we can rewrite the operators in the form (setting x = 0 for simplicity)
At leading order in λ, operators can also contain insertions of transverse derivatives or gauge fields between the collinear or soft quark fields. Since ∂ µ ⊥ ∼ λ and A µ c⊥ ∼ A µ s⊥ ∼ λ, such transverse insertions must be accompanied by a factor of / n/in · ∂ s ∼ λ −1 . The inverse derivative operator acts on a light soft field and implies an integration over the position of that field on the n light-cone, the effect of which can be absorbed into the Wilson coefficient functions. The appearance of / n in the numerator is enforced by reparameterization invariance. Using arguments along the lines of [16, 24] it then follows that in our case only single insertions of transverse objects are allowed. Finally, the multipole expansion of the soft fields in SCET I ensures that the componentn·p s of soft momenta does not enter Feynman diagrams at leading power. Likewise, at leading power there are no operators that contain in · ∂ c ∼ λ 2 (acting on collinear fields) or n · A c ∼ λ 2 , since these are always suppressed with respect to the corresponding transverse quantities. In the presence of additional transverse derivatives or gluon fields the above argument about the cancellation of soft-collinear Wilson lines under the field redefinition (13) remains true, so that the resulting operators can again be expressed in terms of gauge-invariant building blocks. The new structures containing gluon fields are of the form
and we define the corresponding Fourier-transformed coefficient functions as
In matching calculations, u 3 is identified with the longitudinal momentum fraction x 3 carried by a final-state collinear gluon, while ω 1 and ω 2 are associated with the components n · l q and n · l g of the incoming soft anti-quark and gluon momenta.
We are now in a position to construct a basis of four-quark operators relevant to the discussion of the universal functions ζ M in (4). It is convenient not to use the relation / v h = h in the matching from SCET I onto SCET II , since then it is guaranteed that / n must appear to the left of the heavy-quark field H. (This follows from the Fierz relation (24) below, where in our case M commutes with / n.) The Feynman rules of SCET imply that the resulting operators must contain an odd number of Dirac matrices besides the matrix Γ M contained in the effective current operator J (0)
M . These operators must transform like the current J (0) M under Lorentz transformations. Also, the soft and collinear parts of the four-quark operators must have non-zero projections onto the B meson and the final-state meson M. We set the transverse momenta of the mesons to zero, in which case there is no need to include operators with transverse derivatives acting on the products of all soft or collinear fields.
Case M = P : The resulting operators must transform as a scalar (Γ M = 1). A basis of such operators is
The soft and collinear currents both transform like a pseudoscalar.
Case M = V : The resulting operators must transform as a pseudo-scalar (Γ M = γ 5 ). A basis of such operators is obtained by omitting the γ 5 between the two collinear spinor fields in (21) , so that the collinear currents transform like a scalar. The Wilson coefficients for the cases M = P and M = V coincide up to an overall sign due to parity invariance.
The resulting operators must transform as a transverse vector (Γ M = γ ⊥ν ).
A basis of such operators is
The soft currents transform like a pseudoscalar, while the collinear currents transform like a transverse axial-vector. (The relative sign between the two terms in O
2,3 can be determined by considering left and right-handed spinorsX and using relation (25) below.) It is not necessary to include operators with a derivative on the soft spectator anti-quark. All such operators would containQ s (−i ← − / ∂ ⊥ ) / n, which can be related to a linear combination of the operators O
Wilson coefficients of four-quark operators
We now calculate the momentum-space Wilson coefficients of the operators O
at tree level. The relevant graphs must contain a hard-collinear gluon exchange, which turns the soft Bmeson spectator anti-quark into a collinear parton that can be absorbed by the final-state hadron. These hard-collinear gluons are integrated out when SCET I is matched onto SCET II . However, at O(α s ) we can obtain the Wilson coefficients in SCET II by directly matching QCD amplitudes onto the low-energy theory, without going through an intermediate effective theory.
As we have seen, at leading power the universal form factors ζ M receive contributions from ordinary four-quark operators as well as from four-quark operators containing an additional collinear or soft gluon field. We start with a discussion of the matching calculation for the operators O (M ) 1,2 , whose coefficients can be obtained by analyzing the diagrams shown in Figure 1 in the kinematic region where the outgoing quarks are collinear and the incoming quarks are soft. The resulting expression for the amplitude in the full theory has already been given in (3) . Note that, by assumption, n · l ∼ Λ and x 2 ∼ 1, so that the result is well defined and it is consistent to neglect subleading terms in the gluon propagators.
We wish to express the result for the QCD amplitude as a combination of SCET II matrix elements multiplied by coefficient functions. To this end, we must first eliminate the superficially leading term in (3) using the equations of motion. Assigning momenta to the two outgoing collinear lines as shown in (2), it follows that
where the dots denote power-suppressed terms. In the next step we use a Fierz transformation to recast the amplitude into a form that is convenient for our analysis. Taking into account that between collinear spinors the Dirac basis contains only three independent matrices, we find for general matrices M and N To simplify the Dirac algebra we use the identities
2(ū
Finally, we include a minus sign from fermion exchange under the Fierz transformation and project the collinear and soft "currents" in the resulting expressions onto color-singlet states. Once in this form, the different contributions to the amplitude can be readily identified with matrix elements of the operators O (M ) 1,2 . For M = P, V we obtain
while for M = V ⊥ we find
(27)
Wilson coefficients of four-quark operators with an extra gluon
The matching calculation for the operators O (M ) 3,4 proceeds along the same lines. However, in this case it is necessary to study diagrams with four external quarks and an external gluon, which we treat as a background field. Let us first discuss the case with three collinear particles in the final state. The relevant QCD graphs are shown in Figure 2 . Physically, they correspond to non-valence Fock states of the light final-state meson, but this interpretation is irrelevant for the matching calculation, which can be done with free quark and gluon states.
By assumption, each of the three collinear particles carries large momentum components along the n direction. We denote the corresponding longitudinal momentum fractions by x 1 (quark), x 2 (anti-quark) and x 3 (gluon), where x 1 + x 2 + x 3 = 1. The calculation of the diagrams in Figure 2 exhibits that at leading power the amplitude depends only on the lightcone components n · l andn · p i = 2Ex i of the external momenta, and that only transverse components of the external gluons fields must be kept. These observations are in accordance with the structure of the operator O (M ) 3
. One must add to the diagrams shown in the figure a contribution arising from the application of the equation of motion for the collinear quark fields that led to (23) . One way of obtaining it is to include diagrams with gluon emission from the external collinear quark lines in the matching calculation. Performing the Fierz transformation and projecting onto the color singlet-singlet operators O (M ) 3
, we obtain the coefficient functions
Next, we calculate the contributions from diagrams with three external soft particles, which physically correspond to three-particle Fock states of the B meson. Again there are eight diagrams, analogous to those in Figure 2 , we find the coefficient functions
The variables ω 1 and ω 2 correspond to the light-cone components n·l q and n·l g of the incoming momenta of the soft anti-quark and gluon, respectively.
Endpoint singularities
The Wilson coefficients of the SCET II four-quark operators become singular in the limit where some of the momentum components of the external particles tend to zero. When the B → M matrix elements of the operators O B , which is expected to vanish linearly as ω → 0 [25] . Once again, logarithmic singularities arise because the corresponding coefficients contain terms that grow like 1/ω 2 . While the logarithmic divergences in the convolution integrals could be avoided by introducing some infra-red regulators, they indicate that leading-order contributions to the amplitudes arise from momentum regions that cannot be described correctly in terms of collinear or soft fields. In Section 4, we will explain that in SCET II these configurations are accounted for by matrix elements of operators containing the soft-collinear messenger fields.
It is interesting to note that the operators O (M ) 3,4 arise from the matching of the SCET I operator called T F 0 in [17] onto operators of the low-energy effective theory. The fact that the matrix elements of these operators contain endpoint divergences shows that the criterion of hard-collinear/soft factorization of SCET I operators is insufficient to decide whether matrix elements can be factorized into separate soft and collinear entities in SCET II or not.
Spin-symmetry breaking contributions
The two-particle amplitude in (3) also includes contributions for which the Dirac structure is different from / n Γ h. These give rise to symmetry-breaking contributions to the form factors. We shall not derive a complete basis of all possible symmetry-breaking operators (there are many) but rather list the ones that enter at first order in α s . Since the spin-symmetry violating terms can be factorized in the form of the second term in (4), they are associated with a shortdistance coupling constant α s ( √ EΛ). It is therefore appropriate in this case to include the coupling constant in the Wilson coefficient functions.
Let Γ denote the Dirac structure of the flavor-changing currentsq Γ b, whose matrix elements define the form factors. To first order in α s , the spin-symmetry breaking terms can then be obtained from the matrix elements of two operators given by
where each line contributes for a different final-state meson M. The corresponding Wilson coefficients areT
Linear combinations ofT 1 andT 2 determine (up to prefactors) the hard-scattering kernels T i in (4). The matrix elements of the operators Q 1,2 can be expressed in terms of the leadingorder LCDAs of the B meson and the light meson M. Only the B-meson LCDA called φ
contributes [27] because of the factor / n next toQ s . This property holds true to all orders in perturbation theory [17] . The resulting convolution integrals are convergent. Evaluating these matrix elements we reproduce the spin-symmetry breaking terms obtained in [20] .
Physics of endpoint singularities -a toy model
Our strategy in the previous sections has been to perform matching calculations by expanding QCD amplitudes in powers of Λ/E, assuming that collinear and soft external momenta have the scaling assigned to them in SCET. We have then matched the results onto SCET II operators containing soft and collinear fields and read off the corresponding Wilson coefficient functions in momentum space. A problematic aspect of this procedure has been the observation that, if the matrix elements of the effective-theory operators are expressed in terms of meson LCDAs, then the resulting convolution integrals do not converge. Endpoint singularities arise, which correspond to exceptional momentum configurations in which some of the partons inside the external hadrons carry very small momentum. The question naturally arises how one should interpret these singularities, and whether the results we found for the short-distance coefficient functions are in fact correct. The fact that endpoint configurations are not kinematically suppressed points to the relevance of new momentum modes. In the limit x 2 → 0, the scaling associated with the collinear anti-quark in the final state of Figure 1 changes from (λ 2 , 1, λ) to (λ 2 , λ, . . . ). Likewise, in the limit n · l → 0, the scaling associated with the soft spectator anti-quark in the initial state changes from (λ, λ, λ) to (λ 2 , λ, . . . ). The soft-collinear messenger fields in the SCET II Lagrangian have precisely the scaling properties corresponding to these exceptional configurations. (Since the modes in an effective theory are always on-shell, the transverse components of soft-collinear momenta scale like λ 3/2 . We will see below that this is not really relevant.) The purpose of this section is to analyze the interplay of the various modes present in SCET II and to see how soft-collinear messengers are connected with the phenomenon of endpoint singularities. We will do this with the help of a toy example. Consider the triangle subgraph enclosed by the box in the diagram shown on the left-hand side in Figure 3 , which is one of the two gluon-exchange graphs relevant to the B → M form factors (see Figure 1) . To understand the physics of endpoint singularities we focus on the side of the light meson M (an analogous discussion could be given for the B-meson side). We study the discontinuity of the triangle diagram in the external collinear momentum p 2 . The resulting spectral density ̺(p 2 ) models the continuum of light final-state hadrons that can be produced on the collinear side. We will not bother to project out a particular light meson from this spectral density. For simplicity, we will also ignore any numerator structure in the triangle subgraph and instead study the corresponding scalar triangle, which has already been discussed in [22] . The results we obtain are nevertheless general.
Let us define the discontinuity
of the scalar triangle integral
in d = 4 − 2ǫ space-time dimensions, where p is the outgoing collinear momentum and l the incoming soft momentum. It will be convenient to define the invariants L 2 ≡ −l 2 − i0 and
and Q 2 ∼ EΛ with E ≫ Λ.) We will assume that these quantities are non-zero. From [22] , we can obtain explicit results for the discontinuity D and for the various regions of loop momentum k that give a non-vanishing contribution. We find that
and that the momentum configurations that contribute to this result are those where the loop momentum is either collinear, meaning that k ∼ (λ 2 , 1, λ), or soft-collinear, meaning that k ∼ (λ 2 , λ, λ 3/2 ). The contributions from these two regions are
which add up to the correct answer. It is instructive to rewrite these results in a more transparent form. To this end we use Cutkosky rules to evaluate the discontinuities of the diagrams directly and perform all phase-space integrations except the integral over the light-cone componentn · k of the loop momentum, which we parameterize asn · k ≡ −x 2n · p. As in previous sections, x 2 denotes the fraction of longitudinal momentum carried by the anti-quark in the final-state. The exact result for the discontinuity of the scalar triangle is (
The collinear and soft-collinear contributions separately are divergent even though they correspond to tree diagrams (after the two propagators have been cut). We obtain
The collinear contribution is infra-red singular for x 2 → 0, which is an example of an endpoint singularity. In the present case, the singularity is regularized dimensionally by keeping ǫ non-zero. The soft-collinear contribution is infra-red finite but ultra-violet divergent, since x 2 runs up to ∞. Again, this divergence is regularized dimensionally. Evaluating the remaining integrals one recovers the exact results in (35). Several comments are in order:
i) The result for the spectral density in the full theory is finite. The endpoint singularity is regularized by keeping subleading terms in the hard-collinear propagator 1
. When the subleading terms are dropped based on naive power counting (as we did in the analysis of the previous sections) the full-theory result reduces to the contribution obtained from the collinear region. An endpoint singularity arises in this case, which however can be regularized dimensionally. In order for this to happen in the realistic case of external meson states, it would be necessary to perform the projections onto the meson LCDAs in d = 4 dimensions. The factor (x 2x2 ) −ǫ in (37) would then correspond to a modification of the LCDAs, which renders the convolution integrals finite.
ii) The collinear approximation fails for values x 2 = O(λ). For such small momentum fractions the exact full-theory result is reproduced by the contribution obtained from the softcollinear region. In fact, the collinear and soft-collinear contributions in (37) coincide with the first terms in the Taylor expansion of the full-theory result in (36) in the limits where
The fact that x 2 runs up to ∞ in the soft-collinear contribution is not a problem. In dimensional regularization the integral receives significant contributions only from the region where
. To see this, one can introduce a cutoff δ to separate the collinear and soft-collinear contributions, chosen such that 1 ≫ δ ≫ λ. This cutoff is introduced as an infra-red regulator in the collinear integral ( iii) Next, note that the soft-collinear contribution precisely reproduces the endpoint behavior of the full-theory amplitude. It is irrelevant in this context that the soft-collinear virtuality k 2 sc ∼ E 2 λ 3 is parametrically smaller than the QCD scale Λ 2 . What matters is that the plus and minus components of the soft-collinear momentum, k sc ∼ (λ 2 , λ, . . . ), are of the same order as the corresponding components of a collinear momentum in the endpoint region, wheren · p ∼ λ rather than being O(1).
iv) Finally, we see that the endpoint divergences we encountered in the Section 3.1.3 were not regularized because we dropped the dimensional regulator when performing the projections onto meson LCDAs. This, however, does not affect the results for the Wilson coefficients of the SCET II operators, which remain valid. In the toy model, the collinear contribution is represented in the effective theory as the discontinuity of the integral (corresponding to the first diagram on the right-hand side in Figure 4 ) which shows that the Wilson coefficient resulting from integrating out the hard-collinear propagator is simply −1/u 2 .
To summarize this discussion, we stress that to reproduce the behavior of the full amplitude it is necessary to include in the effective theory contributions involving collinear fields and those involving soft-collinear messengers, as indicated in Figure 4 . The latter ones represent the exact behavior of the amplitude in the endpoint region. Whether or not endpoint configurations contribute at leading order in power counting is equivalent to the question of whether or not operators involving soft-collinear fields can arise at leading power. This shows the power of our formalism. Operators containing soft-collinear fields can be used to parameterize in a systematic way the long-distance physics associated with endpoint configurations in the external mesons states. This will be discussed in more detail in the next section. It also follows that the scaling properties of operators containing soft-collinear fields can be used to make model-independent statements about the convergence of convolution integrals that arise in QCD factorization theorems such as (4). We will exploit this connection in Section 7.
Soft-collinear messengers and the soft overlap
In Section 3 we have derived four-quark operators built out of collinear and soft fields, which contribute at leading order to the universal soft functions ζ M in (4). Power counting shows that the products of these operators with their Wilson coefficients scale like λ 4 . (Here one uses that dr ∼ ds ∼ 1 and dt ∼ du ∼ λ −1 .) Taking into account the counting of the external hadron states, |B ∼ λ −3/2 and M| ∼ λ −1 , it follows that the corresponding contributions to the universal form factors scale like λ 3/2 . In other words, heavy-to-light form factors are quantities that vanish at leading order in the large-energy expansion. The fact that the resulting convolution integrals were infra-red singular suggested that there should be other contributions of the same order in power counting, which cannot be described in terms of collinear or soft fields.
An important observation made in the previous section was that the endpoint behavior of QCD amplitudes is described in the low-energy theory in terms of diagrams involving soft-collinear messenger fields. For instance, in the last graph in Figure 4 the soft spectator anti-quark inside the B meson turns into a soft-collinear anti-quark by the emission of a soft gluon. The soft-collinear anti-quark is then absorbed by the final-state meson. In a similar way, endpoint singularities on the B-meson side would correspond to a situation where the initial state contains a soft-collinear spectator anti-quark, which absorbs a collinear gluon and turns into a collinear anti-quark. The SCET II Lagrangian contains the corresponding interaction terms only at subleading order in λ. However, because the universal form factors ζ M themselves are power-suppressed quantities, these subleading interactions will nevertheless give rise to leading-power contributions.
We will need the first two non-vanishing orders in the interactions that couple a softcollinear quark to a soft or collinear quark. The results are most transparent when expressed in terms of the gauge-invariant building blocks introduced in (13). They are [22] 
and
contains the "small components" of the soft-collinear quark field, which are integrated out in the construction of the effective Lagrangian. The longitudinal components of the calligraphic gluon fields are defined in [22] . (Note also that n · A s = 0 andn · A c = 0.) The soft-collinear fields enter these results in combinations such as W † sc θ or S † sc θ, which are gauge invariant. Soft and collinear fields live at position x, while soft-collinear fields are evaluated at position x + for Lq θ and x − for Lθ ξ . The measure d 4 x associated with these interactions scales like λ −4 . The superscript on the Lagrangians indicates at which order in power counting (λ 1/2 or λ) the corresponding terms contribute to the action.
Next, we need the representation of the flavor-changing SCET I current J
M in (14) in terms of operators in the low-energy theory SCET II . As shown in [23] , at leading power, and at the matching scale µ = µ hc , the relation reads
with a Wilson coefficient equal to unity. The anomalous dimensions of the currents are the same in the two theories. The product (S † sc W sc )(0) arises since soft-collinear messenger fields cannot be decoupled from the current operator J (0) M in SCET II , contrary to the case of the color singlet-singlet four-quark operators discussed in Section 3.
Using these results, we can write down a tri-local operator whose matrix element provides a long-distance contribution to the universal form factors. It is
Even after the decoupling transformation (13) this operator contains arbitrarily complicated soft-collinear exchanges, as illustrated in the cartoon in Figure 5 . Note that the superficially leading term in the time-ordered product cancels [22] . This can be understood as follows. After the decoupling transformation the strong-interaction part of the SCET II Lagrangian no longer contains unsuppressed interactions between soft-collinear messengers and soft or collinear fields. In order to preserve a transparent power counting it is then convenient to define hadron states in the effective theory as eigenstates of one of the two leading-order Lagrangians L s and L c . For instance, we define a "SCET pion" to be a bound state of only collinear fields, and a "SCET B meson" to be a bound state of only soft fields. The SCET pion state coincides with the true pion, because the collinear Lagrangian is equivalent to the QCD Lagrangian [15] . 3 The SCET B meson coincides with the asymptotic heavy-meson state as defined in heavy-quark effective theory. It is important in this context that time-ordered products of soft-collinear fields with only collinear or only soft fields vanish to all orders as a consequence of analyticity [22] . Hence, soft-collinear modes do not affect the spectrum of hadronic eigenstates of the collinear or soft Lagrangians. Once the SCET II hadron states are defined in this way, each term in the time-ordered product (43) can be factorized into a part containing all soft and collinear fields times a vacuum correlation function of the soft-collinear fields. These vacuum correlators must be invariant under rotations in the transverse plane. It follows that the correlator arising from the superficially leading term in the time-ordered product vanishes, since is added to the list of four-quark operators a complete description of the soft-overlap contribution is obtained. The Wilson coefficient of this new operator follows from the fact that there is no non-trivial matching coefficient in (42), that the current operators have the same anomalous dimensions in SCET I and SCET II , and that the SCET II Lagrangian is not renormalized. Hence, to all orders in perturbation theory
which is in fact a universal function, independent of the labels "i" and "M". As before, µ hc denotes the hard-collinear matching scale, at which the transition SCET I → SCET II is made. The appearance of C i (µ hc ) in the denominator of this relation is due to the fact that this coefficient was factored out in the definition of D
k , see (4) and (6). If we define by ξ
describes the entire soft overlap contribution. Each term in this sum gives a contribution of order λ 3/2 to the form factors, in accordance with the scaling law obtained a long time ago in the context of QCD sum rules [28] . We have thus completed the derivation of the new factorization formula (6) . Whereas the Wilson coefficients D , it also holds true for the remaining matrix elements, for which the sensitivity to long-distance physics is signaled by the presence of endpoint singularities. It remains to discuss how our results are affected by single and double logarithmic corrections arising in higher orders of perturbation theory. M computed in [12, 23] . The corresponding "operator eigenvector" can be written as a linear combination (in the convolution sense)
Operator mixing and Sudakov logarithms
where the coefficients d can contribute to the form factors, because only they could be free of such singularities. 4 However, the single combination of all five operators that is an eigenvector is O (M ) 5
. Therefore, we conclude that the combination of operators contributing to the universal form factors must, up to an overall factor, coincide with this eigenvector, and hence
to all orders in perturbation theory. This result implies several remarkable facts, which could be checked by higher-order perturbative calculations. First, since the coefficients d M with the SCET I Lagrangian onto the low-energy theory [17] , but it is by no means an automatic consequence of this observation. Secondly, it follows that there must be intimate relations between the Wilson coefficients D (M ) k with k = 5 and the off-diagonal elements γ 5k of the anomalous dimension matrix in (46), which are connected through the RG equation in SCET II . Combining (4) and (45), we then find that the spin-symmetric universal form-factor term can be rewritten as
This relation is not as dull as it seems; rather, it contains the remarkable message that for the soft overlap contribution to heavy-to-light form factors the intermediate hard-collinear scale is without any physical significance. Switching from SCET I to SCET II we merely describe the same physics using a different set of degrees of freedom. In other words, there is no use of going through an intermediate effective theory. The RG evolution of the soft functions ζ M remains the same all the way from the high-energy scale E ∼ m B down to hadronic scales µ ∼ Λ. The physics of the soft overlap term is thus rather different from the physics of the spin-symmetry breaking corrections in the factorization formula (4), for which the hardcollinear scale is of physical significance. Any spin-symmetry breaking contribution involves at least one hard-collinear gluon exchange, and the amplitude factorizes below the scale µ hc . The result (50) allows us to systematically resum the short-distance logarithms arising in the evolution from high energies down to hadronic scales. The RG equation obeyed by the Wilson coefficient functions is [12, 23] 
where the coefficient of the logarithmic term is determined by the cusp anomalous dimension [29] . Its solution is
where µ h ∼ 2E is the high-energy matching scale for the transition from QCD to SCET, at which the values of the Wilson coefficients can be reliably computed using fixed-order perturbation theory. The RG evolution function can be written as
where β(α s ) = dα s /d ln µ. The dependence on the high-energy matching scale µ h cancels against that of the Wilson coefficients C i (E, µ h ) in (52). Note that after exponentiation the evolution function contains an energy and scale-dependent factor exp U(µ h , µ, E) ∝ E a(µ) , where
In order for this scale dependence to be canceled, the low-energy hadronic matrix element must carry an energy dependence of the form (Λ/E) a(µ) . Evaluating the hadronic matrix elements at a low scale means that all short-distance dependence on the large energy E is extracted and resummed in the coefficient functions. However, in the present case the matrix elements still contain a long-distance dependence on the large scale E, which cannot be factorized [23] . The reason is that the large energy enters the effective theory as an external variable imprinted by the particular kinematics of soft-to-collinear transitions. Because of the large Lorentz boost γ = E/m M connecting the rest frames of the B meson and the light meson M, the low-energy effective theory knows about the large scale E even though hard quantum fluctuations have been integrated out. This is similar to applications of heavy-quark effective theory to b → c transitions, where the fields depend on the external velocities of the hadrons containing the heavy quarks, and γ = v b · v c is an external parameter that appears in the matrix elements of velocity-changing current operators [30, 31] . In the present case, it is perhaps reasonable to assume that the primordial energy dependence of the hadronic matrix elements at some low hadronic scale might be moderate, so that the dominant E dependence is of short-distance nature and can be extracted into the Wilson coefficient functions. However, there will always be some energy dependence left in the matrix elements; even if we assume that it is absent for some value of µ, it will unavoidably be reintroduced when we change the scale. As a result, it is impossible to determine the asymptotic behavior of the QCD form factors f B→M i (q 2 ) using short-distance methods.
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Let us now proceed to study the numerical importance of short-distance Sudakov logarithms. Given the exact results in (52) and (53), it is straightforward to derive approximate expressions for the resummed Wilson coefficients at a given order in RG-improved perturbation theory by using perturbative expansions of the anomalous dimensions and β-function. Unfortunately, controlling terms of O(α s ) in the evolution function U would require knowledge of the cusp anomalous dimension to three-loop order (and knowledge of γ to two-loop order), which at present is lacking. We can, however, control the dependence on the recoil energy E to O(α s ). Following [24] , we define the ratio r = α s (µ)/α s (µ h ) and obtain e U (µ h ,µ,E) = e the Wilson coefficients differ from unity by no more than about 20%. The extrapolation to larger energy values shows that Sudakov suppression remains a moderate effect even for very large recoil energy.
Factorization of spin-symmetry breaking effects
Using the close connection between messenger exchange and endpoint singularities discussed in Section 4, the formalism of soft-collinear fields can be used to demonstrate the convergence of convolution integrals in QCD factorization theorems. If messenger exchange is unsuppressed, the convolution integrals diverge at the endpoints, spoiling factorization. By the same reasoning, convolution integrals are finite if soft-collinear messenger contributions are absent at leading power. Let us apply this method to show, to all orders in perturbation theory, that the convolution integrals entering the spin-symmetry breaking term in the factorization formula (4) are free of endpoint singularities. As mentioned in the Introduction, this is an essential ingredient still missing from the proof of this formula. With our technology the proof is rather simple and consists of only the following two steps:
1. Soft-collinear messenger fields can be decoupled from the four-quark operators mediating spin-symmetry breaking effects, which are of the type shown in (30) . The reason is that in the color singlet-singlet case the operators are invariant under the field redefinition (13) [23] . It follows that their matrix elements factorize into separate matrix elements of soft and collinear currents, which can be written in terms of the leading-order LCDAs of the external mesons. If the messengers did not decouple, they would introduce unsuppressed interactions between the soft and collinear parts of the four-quark operators, thereby spoiling factorization.
2. Time-ordered products containing interactions of soft-collinear messengers with soft or collinear fields do not contribute to the spin-symmetry violating term in (4). This follows from SCET power counting. [23] .) However, such a current will always be of the form (42) because of the projection properties of the heavy-quark and collinear-quark spinors. It thus respects the spin-symmetry relations.
These two observations imply that at leading order in Λ/E soft-collinear exchanges do not contribute to the spin-symmetry breaking term in the factorization formula, and hence the corresponding convolution integrals are convergent.
Summary and conclusions
We have presented a complete scale separation for the soft universal form factors ζ M (E), which parameterize the leading spin-symmetric contributions to heavy-to-light form factors at large recoil energy. These functions are related to hadronic matrix elements of operators in softcollinear effective theory (SCET II ). When evaluated using the standard (four-dimensional) projections onto meson light-cone distribution amplitudes, these matrix elements times their respective Wilson coefficient functions lead to singular convolution integrals over light-cone momentum fractions. We have shown that this is an indication that exceptional momentum contributions corresponding to highly asymmetric Fock states of the external mesons cannot be neglected at leading power. In the effective theory, these contributions are parameterized in terms of matrix elements of operators involving soft-collinear messenger modes, which communicate between the soft and collinear sectors of the theory. Using a toy model, we have demonstrated that messenger exchange precisely accounts for the endpoint configurations in the full theory.
The sum of all effective-theory matrix elements is free of spurious endpoint singularities, but it cannot be factorized into convolutions of hard-scattering kernels with light-cone distribution amplitudes. We have argued that the sum of all operators contributing at leading order in power counting is an eigenvector of the anomalous dimension matrix governing operator mixing in the effective theory. The corresponding eigenvalue coincides with the anomalous dimension of the leading-order SCET II current operator containing a heavy quark and a collinear quark. Using this result, we have performed a complete resummation of short-distance Sudakov logarithms arising in the evolution from the hard scale µ ∼ 2E ∼ m B down to a low hadronic scale µ ∼ Λ. For the physical value of the B-meson mass, the resummed Sudakov factor leads to no suppression at all. Even for much larger values m B ≈ 50-100 GeV, the suppression would only be a factor 2-3. This is insufficient to suppress the soft overlap contribution. The main conclusion of our work is therefore that the soft overlap contribution to heavy-to-light form factors exists, and that it does not receive a significant perturbative suppression.
A perhaps surprising finding of our analysis is that the intermediate hard-collinear scale √ EΛ is irrelevant to the physics of the soft overlap contribution. This is, at first sight, a puzzling result, because the hard-collinear scale seems to set the natural scale for the gluon virtualities in Feynman graphs contributing to the form factors, and more generically it is (in many cases) the characteristic scale for the interactions of soft and collinear degrees of freedom. Also, at the hard-collinear scale one usually switches between different effective field theories (called SCET I and SCET II ) and hence describes physics using different sets of degrees of freedom. Nevertheless, we have shown that the evolution of the soft functions ζ M (E) remains the same all the way from the high-energy scale µ ∼ m B down to hadronic scales µ ∼ Λ. The physics of the soft overlap term is thus rather different from the physics of the spin-symmetry breaking corrections in the factorization formula (4), for which the hard-collinear scale is of physical significance.
Another unusual (although in retrospect not surprising) result of our study is the observation that the hadronic matrix elements parameterizing the soft overlap contribution contain a long-distance dependence on the large scale E, which cannot be factorized using short-distance methods. The large energy enters the effective theory as an external variable imprinted by the particular kinematics of soft-to-collinear transitions, which are characterized by a large Lorentz boost connecting the rest frames of the B meson and the light meson M. The best that can be achieved is to extract all short-distance dependence on the recoil energy by evaluating the matrix elements at a low scale. While it is reasonable to assume that the primordial energy dependence of the hadronic matrix elements at some low hadronic scale might be moderate, it is impossible to determine the precise asymptotic behavior of the QCD form factors f B→M i using short-distance methods.
These results have important phenomenological implications. First, the fact that the soft overlap contribution is unsuppressed implies that the spin-symmetric contributions to the form factors are parametrically larger than spin-symmetry violating corrections, which are suppressed by a factor of α s ( √ EΛ). This lends credibility to the idea of an approximate spin symmetry realized in the large-energy limit of QCD. Secondly, our finding that the soft overlap is not significantly suppressed by a short-distance Sudakov factor casts doubt on one of the key assumptions underlying the pQCD approach to exclusive B decays [9] . It supports the power counting scheme employed in the QCD factorization approach, where form factors are treated as non-perturbative hadronic input parameters [5] . Finally, it should be obvious from our discussion that the physics underlying heavy-to-light form factors at large recoil is subtle and far more complicated than the "wave-function overlap" picture usually associated with simpler form factors such as those relevant to K → π or B → D transitions. We feel that the physics associated with the transformation of the soft degrees of freedom in the B meson into the energetic partons of the light final-state meson is not properly accounted for in existing model calculations of heavy-to-light form factors using quark models or QCD sum rules. A more detailed investigation of the numerical implications of our findings is left for future work. 
Abstract
We correct an argument about the SCET I → SCET II matching of the soft-overlap contribution to heavy-to-light form factors at large recoil.
In Section 6 entitled "Operator mixing and Sudakov logarithms" of our work [1] , we stated incorrectly that only linear combinations of the operators O (21) and (22) , which can be expressed in terms of twist-2 and twist-3, two-and threeparticle light-cone distribution amplitudes of the B meson and the light meson M. The main conclusion of our paper, that there exists an unsuppressed "soft overlap" contribution to the form factors (the first term on the right-hand side in the above equation) for which the hard-collinear scale µ hc ∼ √ EΛ is irrelevant, remains unchanged. The coefficient functions in the second line of eq. (50), on the other hand, in general do contain logarithms of the hard-collinear scale. An explicit calculation of these coefficients could help to shed light on the question about the numerical size of the soft overlap piece.
